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Outline
§ Problem to be solved
§ CFD model: details and validation (open space)
§ Blast wave dynamics in tunnels
§ Dimensionless correlation for blast wave decay
§ Concluding remarks 



§ Non-zero probability of tank rupture following an accident 
§ There is no experimental data on blast wave decay in 

tunnel after high-pressure hydrogen tank rupture in a fire.
§ Can numerical experiments (in absence of experimental 

data) be used to get insight in the phenomenon?
§ Worst case scenario of stand-alone tank rupture (imitation 

of scenario with turned over car) is considered.
§ Is it possible to build a dimensionless correlation that would 

cover all possible combinations of tunnel-tank parameters?

Problem to be solved
Blast wave after tank rupture in a tunnel



CFD model
Numerical details 
§ ANSYS Fluent as computation engine
§ Turbulence model: large eddy simulation (LES), SGS model: 

Smagorinsky-Lilly
§ Combustion model: the Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC)
§ One-step chemical reaction of hydrogen combustion in air 

with 4 species (H2, O2, N2, H2O) 
§ Ideal gas equation of state (starting shock is below 100 bar)
§ Initial conditions: quiescent atmosphere; 101 325 Pa; 293 K
§ Boundary conditions: No-slip walls, thermal heat flux set to 

that of concrete properties
§ Super-imposed CFL = 0.1
§ Control of accuracy by hydrogen mass imbalance (≤ 0.1%)



CFD model validation
Pressure dynamics
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CFD model reproduced data on hydrogen tanks ruptures 
in the open atmosphere: 70 MPa and 35 MPa tanks.



CFD model validation
Fireball size
Fireball diameter of 7.7 m after 45 ms (well reproduced in 
simulation of well documented 35 MPa test):

§ Left: experimental snapshot
§ Middle: temperature range 149-2250 K
§ Right: mole fraction H2O range 0-0.32. 
Dashed line diameter is 7.7 m.



Blast wave in tunnel
Domain, tunnel and storage tank parameters
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Tunnel parameters range Tank parameters range
Tunnel 
size

Dimensions, m Length, 
m

Area, 
m2

Hydrogen tank location: 50 m from exit

1-lane W x H = 5.5 x 4.5 150 24.1

2-lane W x H = 9 x 4.5 150 & 
1500 39.5

5-lane W x H = 19.5 x 7.2 150 139.1

Volume, 
L

Real gas tank volume, 
L

Mass, 
kg

Tank pressure: 95, 70 and 35 MPa

10 14.5 0.58

30 43.1 1.73

60 86.0 3.45

120 173.5 6.96



§ Zone 1: blast wave reflections dominate maximum pressure
§ Zone 2: quasi-1D blast wave where Δ𝑃!"#/ΔP$%& ≈ 1
§ Transition (Zone 1) -> (Zone 2) depend on tunnel dimensions
§ Conservative approach: maximum blast wave pressure 

across entire cross-section is used to build the correlation
§ Goal: correlation should be irrespective of zone (universal)

CFD of blast wave in tunnels
Example: tank 60 L (3.5 kg), 95 MPa 

Single-lane Double-lane Five-lanes



Building the universal correlation
Dimensionless parameters

§ Main variables of influence are:
o Atmospheric pressure, 𝑃'
o Total energy released during tank rupture, 𝐸
o Cross-section area of a tunnel, 𝐴
o Distance from energy release point (rupture location), 𝐿

§ Buckingham P theorem and the repeating variables method 
are used to derive dimensionless quantity: 

𝐿 =
𝑃'𝐿𝐴
𝐸

§ Dimensionless pressure is defined as: 𝑃 = ()
)!



§ Total energy released during tank rupture includes 
mechanical and chemical energy and calculated  as: 𝐸 =
𝛼 ⋅ 𝐸! + 𝛽 ⋅ 𝐸*+

§ Mechanical energy coefficient is taken as 𝛼 = 1.8 to 
account for the hemispheric symmetry (ideal case should 
be 𝛼 = 2) and reduction by 10% due to partial reflection.

§ Chemical energy coefficient 𝛽 indicates the fraction of the 
total hydrogen chemical energy (that could be released 
during complete combustion) contributing to the blast wave 
strength.

§ 𝛽 = 3 − 15% depending on the tank pressure and volume.

Building the universal correlation
Total energy release: mechanical and chemical



Building the universal correlation

Zone 1 Zone 2

Dimensionless parameters: !𝑷 and #𝑳
Original CFD results somewhat collapsed to dimensional 
parameters 𝑃 and 𝐿 . However, (1) the scatter in Zone 1 is still 
large and (2) long tunnels in Zone 2 deviates from trend



The universal correlation
Final dimensionless parameters: 𝑷𝟏 and 𝑳𝟏
To account for 
tunnel aspect ratio 
and friction and 
minor loses, the 
original 
dimensionless 
parameters 𝑃 and 𝐿
is modified using 
the similitude 
analysis to be 𝑃,
and 𝐿, (to be 
explained in the 
journal paper under 
preparation).



Conclusions
§ Knowledge gap in blast wave decay in tunnel after high-

pressure hydrogen tank rupture in a fire is closed (tunnel 
tests are expected later in HyTunnel-CS to finally validate 
the theoretical model).

§ Validated CFD model is used for parametric study of 
different high-pressure hydrogen tank ruptures in various 
tunnels.

§ The universal dimensionless correlation is derived using 
the similitude analysis. It can be used for pre-test 
calculations in the project and will be included into the 
guidelines.
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